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1. Do not open this Question Paper until you are told to do so.

2. Ensure that your name, centre number and candidate number are correctly written on the Answer Sheet provided.

3. There are fifty (50) questions in this paper. Answer all questions.

4. For each question there are four possible answers, A, B, C and D. Choose the one you consider correct and shade your choice in clear pencil on the separate Answer Sheet provided.

5. Read very carefully the instructions on the Answer Sheet.
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1. Each correct answer will score one mark.

2. A mark will not be deducted for a wrong answer.

3. Cell-phones are not allowed in the examination room.
1 Which one of the following is NOT a civic responsibility or duty of a citizen in Zambia?
   A  Obeying the law
   B  Paying of tax
   C  Performing public service
   D  Taking care of oneself

2 To...is the role of the media in good governance.
   A  act as a watch dog
   B  arrest offenders
   C  broadcast news
   D  prosecute people

3 Taking something often that your body does NOT need and for wrong reasons is referred to as ...
   A  drug tolerance.
   B  physiological addiction.
   C  psychological addition.
   D  substance abuse.

4 The following define corruption EXCEPT ...
   A  accepting or giving money in return for a favour.
   B  demanding a favour for an action.
   C  giving a present to someone.
   D  rendering a service for an action.

5 Which of the following is NOT an advantage of an unwritten constitution?
   A  Adaptable to change
   B  Bent to meet emergencies
   C  Clear and definite
   D  Satisfies popular passions

6 The Industrial Relations Court is at the same level as ...
   A  High Court.
   B  Local Court.
   C  Subordinate Court.
   D  Supreme Court.

7 Which of the following government institution is involved in the fight against gender violence?
   A  Victim Support Unit
   B  Young Men's Christian Association
   C  Young Women's Christian Association
   D  Zambia Civic Education Association
8 The World Aids Day is commemorated worldwide every year on ...  
   A  1st December. 
   B  1st January. 
   C  1st October. 
   D  1st November. 

9 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was derived from the United Nations Charter after the revelations of the terrible, cruel and violent killings of the Jews by ...  
   A  Cape-Boers. 
   B  Fascist-Italy. 
   C  Marxist-Lenists. 
   D  Nazi-Germany. 

10 There are three perspectives by which poverty can be measured. Which of the following shows the three perspectives by which poverty is measured?  
   A  Income tax, basic needs and climate. 
   B  Income tax, climate and basic needs. 
   C  Income tax, capability and basic needs. 
   D  Income tax, capability and climate. 

11 Which of the following is NOT a cause of environmental degradation?  
   A  Depopulation 
   B  Over population 
   C  Pollution 
   D  Synthetic chemicals 

12 Which of the following is NOT a challenge to social development?  
   A  Climatic change 
   B  Natural disasters 
   C  Poverty levels 
   D  Social capital 

13 Under the rule of residence, a foreigner is required to live in the host country for an uninterrupted minimum period of years. This is because ...  
   A  it is a requirement under the law of Jus Sanguin. 
   B  the foreigner's character must be fully known. 
   C  the foreigner must be granted complete nationalization. 
   D  the foreigner must have enough time to renounce his former citizenship.
14 There are different electoral systems in which electorates vote for their representatives into legislative powers and one of them is the Proportional Representation System (PRS). What is its major disadvantage?
   A A candidate can be elected by the minority but still wins.
   B A candidate may be required to win over 50 percent of the votes cast in an election.
   C Members of parliament are not directly answerable to the electorates.
   D It provides a broad representation and accountability.

15 From the time that the Zambian constitution was created in 1964, the Bill of Rights is the only part of the constitution that has never been changed. This is because ...
   A human rights are the same and do not change.
   B it is expensive to change the constitution.
   C it is flexible to change the Bill of Rights.
   D it is not flexible to change the Bill of Rights.

16 Which factors of production includes things like buildings, equipment and any other assets used for production?
   A Capital
   B Entrepreneurship
   C Labour
   D Land

17 Which of the following set comprises elements of a good legal system?
   A Certain, flexible, comprehensive and simple.
   B Comprehensive, simple, accessible and detailed.
   C Flexible, detailed, certain and simple.
   D Simple, certain, detailed and elaborate.

18 Which of the following promotes gender equity?
   A A school encourages only girls to take home economics.
   B Giving low cut-off points to girls.
   C Giving same cut off points to girls.
   D Pregnant girls not allowed to go back to school.

19 Conflicts in whatever form are by nature negative to people. Which of the following is a positive impact of conflicts?
   A Conflicts lead to killing of many innocent people especially children and women.
   B During the period of conflict, public expenditure is predominantly for military efforts.
   C If conflicts involve more nations, alliances are formed in order to defeat the other side.
   D Where conflicts take place, infrastructure is badly damaged.
20 The acronym MTCT is ... 
   A  Mother To Children Transmission.
   B  Mother To Child Transmission.
   C  Mother To Child Transfusion.
   D  Mother To Children Transportation.

21 State parties are countries that ... 
   A  have social rights.
   B  have trade unions.
   C  promote gender equality.
   D  ratify to a convention.

22 A forty-year old widow complained that after the death of her husband, the relatives got most of the property including the house. They had not even appointed an administrator. Who is an administrator? 
   A  A legally appointed person to give a life history of the dead person at the grave yard.
   B  A legally appointed person who handles matters of a deceased person.
   C  A person who is in charge of allocating plots.
   D  A person who is the Head Teacher of a high school.

23 Poverty is said to be relative. What are the indicators that may be used to measure poverty? 
   A  Lack of a car, house and money.
   B  Lack of a TV, music machine and fridge.
   C  Lack of basic needs and a car.
   D  Lack of basic needs and income.

24 International relations call for global interdependence. What does global interdependence mean? 
   A  Having good relations with each other.
   B  Nations can survive in complete isolation from others.
   C  Nations creating good relationships with other nations.
   D  No nation can survive in complete isolation from others.

25 Mr Muduzi was recently found with dual citizenship of Malawi and Zambia and was disowned by both countries. Why was he disowned? He did not ... 
   A  follow the rule of Jus soli.
   B  inform immigration officers.
   C  observe the rule of residence.
   D  renounce the previous citizenship.
26 ... refers to many distinct customs and practices that distinguish one ethnic group from the other.
   A  Common cultural practices
   B  Cultural diversity
   C  Rites of passage
   D  Societal core values

27 Nchimunya and Nomsa were tempted to try out cannabis because they wanted to taste and experience what it feels like to take cannabis. The reason that made them try out cannabis is ...
   A  alienation.
   B  curiosity.
   C  ignorance.
   D  peer pressure.

28 There are a lot of incidences where political corrupt practices have been evidenced in Zambia? Which one is NOT an example of a political corrupt practice?
   A  Appointments made in the public service.
   B  Buying of voters cards.
   C  Cash or material distributions.
   D  Provision of entertainment facilities.

29 Why is it important for one to know his/her HIV status? This is done to enable one ...
   A  collect free food from the clinic.
   B  get advice on how to live negatively.
   C  get advice on how to live positively.
   D  join HIV sensitization programmes.

30 The recent attitude that developed among the South Africans of hating foreigners has been strongly condemned by all African states. What could be the reason why African states have condemned this attitude? It violates ...
   A  collective rights.
   B  first generation rights.
   C  justice among Africans.
   D  second generation rights.

31 The introduction of micro financial institutions has brought economic gains such as ...
   A  men can now afford money to pay bride price.
   B  reduced poverty levels especially in rural areas.
   C  suffering in homes because men go out to drink beer.
   D  too much borrowing by small scale entrepreneurs.
32 For years now, the Environmental Council of Zambia (ECZ) has been discouraging mourners from wrapping plastics on flowers put on graves because plastics ... 
   A are good for the environment.
   B are non-bio degradable.
   C are organic substance.
   D contribute to death rate.

33 Zambia benefited from Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative around the year 2000. One benefit was through debt cancellation. Identify the benefit of debt cancellation to the people of Chibuluma living on the Copperbelt of Zambia.
   A Money for buying household goods such as refrigerators, TVs and satellite dishes.
   B Surplus money for buying luxuries such as radios and mobile phones.
   C Surplus money for drinking too much alcohol.
   D Surplus money to save for investment.

34 A 25 year old man married his niece Jane who was 20 years old. The man was reported to the Victim Support Unit (VSU) by Jane’s mother. What case was the man charged with?
   A Defilement
   B Incest
   C Indecent assault
   D Rape case

35 In the 2006 presidential and parliamentray elections, the Zambian Republican President won the elections. Which electoral system does Zambia use?
   A Mixed member proportionality system.
   B Proportional representation system.
   C Single member majoritarian system.
   D Single member plurality system.

36 ... is a collective term used to refer to the components such as language, religion law and politics.
   A Aesthetic
   B Culture
   C Technology
   D Traditions

37 Siliilo, a quiet boy was tricked by his friends Mundiya and Mutale to try a drink which was abused with an unknown drug. Siliilo took it and later started observing perceptual changes in judgement. Which type of drug is Siliilo likely to have taken?
   A Depressants.
   B Hallucinogenes.
   C Inhalants.
   D Narcotics.
38 What best can be done when you discover that a councillor of your community is abusing his office? Report to the •••
   A Anti Corruption Commission.
   B Criminal Investigations Unit.
   C Investigator General’s Office.
   D Victim Support Unit.

39 A good legal system should be certain in order to •••
   A avoid gaps.
   B be affordable to buy.
   C be understood.
   D be used for future reference.

40 Which roles below are subject to change with time and space?
   A Biological roles
   B Gender roles
   C Psychological roles
   D Sex roles

41 Mr Kumanda bought a plot from a councillor in Misisi compound, but he could not develop it completely. The councillor then sold the plot to a Mr Lupiya who developed it. When Mr Kumanda discovered, a conflict arose. What conflict resolution method would be suitable to resolve this conflict?
   A Arbitration
   B Counselling
   C Litigation
   D Mediation

42 AIDS stands for Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. What does the word deficiency mean?
   A Lack of body defence.
   B Lack of energy.
   C Lack of sight.
   D Lack of virus.

43 Mary came late for lessons and the teacher punished her. She claimed that she had a right to learn instead of being punished. The teacher punished Mary because she was •••
   A both responsible for her rights and claims.
   B claiming for her rights.
   C not responsible for her rights.
   D responsible for her rights.
44 Teenage pregnancies have increased over the years. This is attributed to ...
   A avoiding of bad company.
   B peer pressure.
   C upholding good moral values.
   D resisting of peer pressure.

45 A good citizen has to possess certain qualities. Which of the following is a quality of a good citizen?
   A Complains regularly to the press.
   B Has never registered as a voter.
   C Lives up to democratic principles.
   D Organises strikes at work places.

46 Mainza is a Tonga boy in Grade 12 at Canisius Boarding School. He shares a room with Kalusopa a Kaonde boy. One day Mainza's father bought sour milk. Kaondes do not eat sour milk. In appreciating cultural diversity in Zambia, what should Kalusopa do when Mainza offers him sour milk? He should ...
   A accept and try to take it.
   B call the house master to punish Mainza.
   C educate Mainza's father never to eat sour milk.
   D remind him that sour milk is rotten food.

47 International Women's Day is celebrated on 8\textsuperscript{th} March world wide. Most of the speeches on this day are based on gender equality. Which major international human rights instrument support this?
   A Convention Against Torture and Elimination of Discrimination Against Women.
   B Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against women.
   D International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination.

48 Why is the Third Party motor vehicle insurance the most common insurance policy in Zambia? It is ...
   A the cheapest.
   B the easiest to acquire.
   C the most expensive.
   D throughout the country.

49 In order to have peace, what should prevail?
   A Conflict
   B Fairness
   C Injustice
   D Respect
Zambia's life expectancy has been reduced due to high levels of poverty. Which of the following is NOT a cause of poverty?

A  Debt burden and dependency.
B  High production of goods and services.
C  Lack of economic growth.
D  Low pay and unemployment.